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Finding a contractor or any type of professional who can help you with your house is tough. On
top of it, you want a home professional who is competent, who prices the work fairly, and who
you can call back for future work. Obtaining word-of-mouth references from neighbors, family,
and colleagues is always a great way to find a home improvement professional. But a
contractor-matching service such as HomeAdvisor is also a solid way to connect you with an
individual or company that will be perfect for your home project. HomeAdvisor has also
emerged as a provider of content about home improvement, chiefly through its True Cost
Guides. These guides provide real-world cost information for a wide range of home projects.
Contractor-matching services link homeowners with service providers. They earn revenue from
charging participating contractors fees for each qualified lead that they receive. Lead
generation for a fee is a standard arrangement in the home improvement industry. The lucrative
nature of lead generation also helps explain why you may have solicited a quote for a project
from a seemingly local company, yet ended up at the HomeAdvisor site. Sometimes, when you
search for a repair service, you end up at a site for a company that appears to be locally
brandedâ€”complete with your city's name, phone area code, and photo. While these may be
local brick-and-mortar companies, they might also be web-only HomeAdvisor affiliates that earn
a fee by referring you to HomeAdvisor which, again, earns a fee from referring you to a service
provider. Most contractor-matching sites are simply a passthrough route to link homeowners
with service professionals. But one important feature found on HomeAdvisor that encourages
lingering is its TrueCost Guide, which spans hundreds of types of projects. The TrueCost guide
offered a new and highly accurate way for homeowners to calculate the costs of various home
repairs and improvements. What's the cost to remodel a kitchen? If you use a tool such as
Remodeling Magazine's well-known Cost vs. Value Report , you get solid numbers from over ,
industry respondents such as real estate appraisers, sales agents, and brokers. HomeAdvisor's
cost estimates are based on surveys from actual project costs as reported by HomeAdvisor
members. In other words, as soon as the project is completed, the cost added to the Cost
Guide. Not only that, but these are also actual project costs, not estimates. Value Report, you
have to wait a whole year for new costs to be tabulated. Plus, the data comes from real estate
professionals, not actual building trade professionals. As a result, HomeAdvisor's TrueCost
Guide offers a real-time estimating tool that is always up-to-date, and always based on actual
costs. Contractor matching services come and go all the time. But HomeAdvisor is the rare
company that is still around over 21 years later. HomeAdvisor began as ServiceMagic. At the
time, Microsoft owned the HomeAdvisor. ServiceMagic acquired the new domain name. So, it
was time to make some changes, and along with that, a name change. For a company that does
all of its business online, a domain change is quite a dramatic step. It was implicit that
ServiceMagic's professionals would provide "service," so there was no need to include this
term. Based on a year of market research, Gabbert said, the company concluded that
homeowners did not want magic performed on their homes. Instead, they wanted solid, real
work. In , HomeAdvisor merged with the well-known contractor referral site Angie's List. Often,
the best way to hire a home services provider is through a recommendation from a close friend,
relative, or neighbor who has had a positive experience. It's worthwhile to use several methods,
though, and matching services are a valuable way to diversify this process. For homeowners,
the HomeAdvisor service is free. Even if you don't end up using HomeAdvisor, it offers a good
deal of valuable information through its reviews of trade professionals and its TrueCost Guide.
Read More. Account Options Sign in. Top charts. New releases. HomeAdvisor Pro
HomeAdvisor. Add to Wishlist. Intended for current HomeAdvisor professional members, the
HomeAdvisor Pro app puts the power of HomeAdvisor in the palm of your hand, giving you the
interactive tools you need to manage your business from the field. Designed with productivity in
mind, HomeAdvisor Pro delivers push notifications so you can easily track and manage your
leads; provides 1-tap connectivity so you can quickly call or email prospective clients; and
allows you to set lead status, add notes, check your customer ratings score, or quickly contact
our HomeAdvisor support team. Reviews Review policy and info. We are continuously working
to improve our app with new features and performance improvements. Make sure you have
automatic updates turned on to stay up to date. View details. Flag as inappropriate. Visit
website. Privacy Policy. More by HomeAdvisor. HomeAdvisor: Contractors for Home
Improvement. Home projects, the easy way. Connect with top home service pros in your area.
Skip to main content Indeed Home. Find jobs Company reviews Find salaries. Upload your
resume. Sign in. Find jobs. Company reviews. Find salaries. Create your resume. Help Center.
Review this company. Job Title. Marketing Executive 4 reviews. United States 4 reviews. Ratings
by category. Sort by. Helpfulness Rating Date. English Any. Found 4 reviews matching the
search. HomeAdvisor selected this as a representative review. Productive and Great place to
work for. A typical day of work consisted of cold calling prospects with a minimum of dials and

3 hours of talk time, over all a great training team and management to help you get close sales
and learn the product and believe in the product. The overall selling point is very simple, being
able to sell yourself and maintain a conversation and overall well flow with the client. Knowing
the product and allowing the client know exactly theyre paying for and what theyre getting back
in return, ROI. Being able to obtain the information given to you while training and delivering it
makes it that much easier to work for Home Advisor because their managers given to you are
based on your pesonality and work style allowing it and making it that much easier to work on
where you need help and get more sales. The most enjoyable part about this job is the grind the
hustle and drive that you feel when you constantly making contact keeping the client on the
phone and making that sale knowing that youre getting every part of your job done. Was this
review helpful? Yes No. Report Share Tweet. Copy link. We appreciate you taking the time to
submit such a positive review. Great Place to Work. Great place to work. Hard work and
diligence pay off! You make your own success here and you get from it what you put into it. The
workplace is very inviting and you feel like a family here. Fast Paced and Fun Place to Work. A
really fun environment, upbeat, high energy, with a very friendly and diverse staff. Every
manager will take time to coach you on different ways to close a sale. Lots of entertainment,
Fun Rewards, High energy, Compensation. High turnover, Chasing the same sales, Strict sales
quotas. Yes No 6. The best place to work in Kansas City 3 years in the row. More opportunity to
move up every day. Great management support a company that will continue to grow for a long
time. The money and Management. People should dress better making the money they do. Yes
No 7. High Stress High Reward. HomeAdvisor was a fast paced stressful place to work with a
great commission plan to reward high volume marketing executives. They had a fun
environment. Unfortunately some of the Directors of Marketing teams were very cut throat and
hard to work with. Entertainment on your breaks such as pinball machines set on free play and
other games. Some Directors of Marketing Teams were not easy to get along with. Yes 1 No 8.
Would you rate your company five stars? Rate your employer to help people make better career
decisions. Jobs at HomeAdvisor. Account Manager, Strategic Partnerships. See more
HomeAdvisor reviews. Find another company. We are not able to get your money back from
Home Advisor. A couple somewhat telling Home Advisor reviews from Better Business Bureau
these are the last three from business owners â€”. This company is a scam. I have been using
them for several months for the company I work for and I have always had problems with leads
that do not answer the phone or respond to voicemails and emails. The number of these has
been growing on a monthly basis and I am very upset as I have lost so much money! I have had
people hang up, tell me they never were on Home Advisor, or they were just on their site and
not wanting to talk to companies.. This company is a complete scam so to all companies out
there.. I hope others are aware of and end business with them as well. I wish I could give 0
stars! Homeadvisor is an expert company in ripping off businesses. At the end of the month you
will have no profits and just a big bill to pay them. I would not recommend them and would find
a different way to market the business and find lead sources. I have spoke with many other AC
contractors that have these same issues. So much for the customer is always right. Home
Adviser promotes good business strategies through their review platform, but they do not abide
by the same rules. More of us contractors need to call them out on this. Employees talk about
management, encouraging them to lie in order to sell â€” which is crazy. Check out the
GlassDoor Reviews. Terrible deal. You want someone to come to you in particular. Also very
interesting that these YouTube videos have a crazy amount of comments like this:. The number
one reason that you should avoid Home Advisor is that it can ruin your website and your online
presence. Home Advisor targets people that are looking for the cheapest option. So yes, it may
seem easier to go through a lead generation site like Home Advisor. However, if you genuinely
want to take your marketing to new heights, investing in your own online presence through
creating a website will help your business grow. Websites and other digital touchpoints like
social media can help you establish your brand identity and will give your business a sense of
transparency. A finely tuned site with smart SEO tactics that incorporates targeted, well-written
content will benefit you far more than Home Advisor. If you are absolutely set on using a lead
generation site, here are some higher quality options other than Home Advisor:. Many
contractors have built their entire business through Houzz, and it is certainly an option worth
looking into. But because this avenue is cluttered with the competition, including those who are
willing to pay to be more visible. Yelp should be utilized but not as the primary form of lead
generation. Instead, it should be used to help your website presence. Home Advisor is an online
marketplace that connects homeowners with licensed, pre-screened, approved service
professionals who offer home renovation, remodeling, and maintenance services. They provide
technologies that allow customers to connect quickly and easily to service professionals. They
can utilize Instant Booking and schedule appointments without having to go back and forth

between phone or email, trying to schedule a time that works for everyone. Instant Connect also
speeds up the process, which is a service connecting customers with a Home Advisor
specialist within minutes of their request. They also offer integration with smart devices such as
the Amazon Echo and Apple Watch. Home Advisor is totally free because of advertising fees
paid to them from those service professionals that participate in the HomeAdvisor network.
HomeAdvisor steps in to make the connections between the new customers and these service
professionals, who pay a secondary fee for each lead they receive and connect with.
HomeAdvisor confirms that the service professional holds an applicable state-level trade
licensing for the services they claim to be providing to consumers. In the state in which the
owner of the company is located, HomeAdvisor utilized third party data sources to conduct a
criminal search for any relevant or active criminal convictions associated with the service
company. The extensiveness and comprehensiveness of the National Criminal Databases do
vary from state to state, so HomeAdvisor considers this, and ensures this information
discovered is accurate. This includes a registered sex offender search. Again, HomeAdvisor
uses third-party data sources to check for filings associated with bankruptcy, liens, civil legal
judgments, etc. Lastly, HomeAdvisor confirms the social security numbers of the business
owner, confirming their identity. This is mainly applicable to small businesses. Have questions
about HomeAdvisor? They have several ways you can get your questions answered. You can
call them Toll-Free at , where you can ask general questions or get connected with your local
service provider. Not able to make a phone call? HomeAdvisor is free for homeowners â€”
because they charge contractors for the leads generated on the site. Yes indeed. It seems to be
a decent experience for homeowners. Many contractors complain that Home Advisor is bad for
contractors. However, some contractors have sustained their business off of home advisor â€”
and I have met 2 of these people, including a close friend of mine. On the whole, though â€” I
have seen many, many more contractors frustrated with HomeAdvisor than not. If you are
looking for another interesting post to read, we wrote one answering the question, who is the
sexiest man in mn , or check out our full plumber SEO guide! For Art or custom builders. If
you're on the visionary side, notâ€¦. Online reviews are arguably the most important element of
a digital marketing campaign. After all, no matter how good yourâ€¦. Do you ever want to relate
to some other construction companies around the country? We hope these construction
company memesâ€¦. Tim Brown is the owner of Hook Agency , an SEO and Web Design
company focused primarily on driving traffic and leads for small businesses , roofers and
construction companies. I personally love Homeadvisor and I think whoever wrote this article
just wants to steal all the business. You can literally cancel your membership whenever you
want and the price is so lowâ€¦. I approve all comments like yours â€” but look at how many
other people have said the same thing? I am just curating others reviews. Be honest â€” if you
work for them. They did NOT want to get hauled into court. I will take a look at your current
website and give you 3 marketing tips, or website edits to help you get more sales! Supercharge
your SEO! First Name. Get the free 'Construction Lead Gen' package now! Name First Last. I'd
like a free min demonstration on how you get people higher on Google and get them more leads
with SEO. Have this post read to you in a natural voice, so you can do other things:. Table of
Contents. Related Posts. How to Get Yelp Reviews to Stick. Tim Brown Tim Brown is the owner
of Hook Agency , an SEO and Web Design company focused primarily on driving traffic and
leads for small businesses , roofers and construction companies. Notify of. Most Voted Newest
Oldest. Inline Feedbacks. Lucas T. Brian D. Joyce Tobin. Tim Brown. Seth Tyrssen. Load More
Comments. Want to hook better leads with hard-working digital marketing? Get a free
consultation now. Take one step towards more leads, fill out this brief form to get a free
consultation. I want to schedule a call I want Hook to call me. This field is for validation
purposes and should be left unchanged. Want 3 website tips specific to your situation? Get all
25 Ways for free in a downloadable paper now! Most businesses worry about bringing in
enough leads We build beautiful websites and aggressively integrate them with Google search
to hook better leads, so you can focus on what you love to do most - serving your customers.
The HomeAdvisor Pro Finder claims to be easy to use, with just three easy steps to find a
service provider. First, you select the project category that best matches your repair or
improvement need. You may be asked follow up questions to ensure that you are being directed
to the right professional for your job. After you have submitted you information, you will receive
information on up to four different pre-screened, local home improvement professionals.
Finally, these providers will either contact you, or you can access their contact information in
order to get in touch with them on your schedule. They promise that their service providers
have passed a rigorous criminal and financial background check. In addition, if you have any
complaints about the service you have received, you can file your complaints with
HomeAdvisor. HomeAdvisor also offers additional tools to their users to help them choose the

right service provider. One of these is The Cost Guide, which allows you to see the local and
national average costs for projects like the one you have. Others include the Resource Center,
which includes guides to projects you may be considering so you can better understand the
scope and depth of what might be needed, or the Home App. You will never pay any fees for the
matching services provided by this website. All fees are paid by the professionals who are
recommended to you, since they have been provided with new client leads. If you have any
experience with this website, please leave your HomeAdvisor. Spoke with Customer Service
Rep. I did select a plumber to come out to see the job and give me a legitimate quote for the job.
I decided to go with the plumber and he did a great job. I was billed but did not receive a
discount, so I contacted Home Adviser again to ask why discount was not applied? After talking
to a rep and a supervisor, I was told that I hired the plumber directly and that the discount is not
applicable. I had to be a member to receive the discount and fixed price. I had the option to
come back after receiving quotes from plumbers and sign up. Avoid this company. Scheduled a
chimney cleaning. They postponed 3 times. Had to get someone else to come out. And they will
not refund the money. Dishonest company. Once you agree to the quote HomeAdvisor debits
your debit card or charges your credit card before the work has begun and before a repairman,
contractor, etc. Upon arrival, you are quoted another fee by the person chosen and sent by
HomeAdvisor! The fee charged by HomeAdvisor is not refundable, I had to pay twice! I would
give them 0 stars if I could. They will only post positive reviews so if you have a problem with a
contractor and they did nothing to resolve it and ripped you off, they will not post that.
Unbelievable these crooks are a scam artist from the word GO! Requested a plumbing job on a
kitchen sink. They programmed 2 plumbing companies to show up I cancelled one of them on
the app thinking that would take care of it, as the first contractor completed the job and charged
me on my credit card, the following day Home Advisor charged me for the contractor that was
cancelled saying he completed the job, after spend 30 minutes with a rep on the phone she
refused to return the charged monies as they had my credit information. I asked to speak to her
supervisor who she said would call me back, waited 3 hours called them again and same story
supervisor was busy with other customers, now I have to stop payment on credit card and
request a new card, this is obscene, Checked the Better Business site for other complaints on
Home Advisor and found none except for this site to vent my frustration. Will not put
supervisors on phone. No call backs. Fake leads and never stop charging you. Even when leads
turned off. The last guy I talked to hung up. Get service! All he did was repeat what I said. I wish
I could give Zero Stars this service is just a scam. Stay away from this. They charge you for non
existing leads that you cant't even communicate with and the charge you very expensive. If you
are a Pro do yourself a favor and spend your money elsewhere. This company will screw you
every way to Sun. Bogus dollar leads they will not credit. Plan to wait on hold for 15 to 30 min to
try to resolve issues. Total crap company. I cant't even begin to write all the complaints I have
against them. I was notified by phone, about their services, and how wonderful they seemed to
be. Had I not taken their service that day, at a supposed discount rate of Then I was told, I would
be only billed It was a total scam!! My Advisor told me not to worry, nothing would happen until
I was ready. Well, by a week later, my bank account was debited, I called and complained, of
course, got the run around. Please, don't fall for them, you will regret it!!! Every one of the
reviews that I read on this site were submitted by satisfied homeowners that were pleased with
the services they received from service providers and NOT necessarily from their experience
with HomeAdvisor. It seems that homeowners are largely unaware that HomeAdvisor is
scamming vendors at their expense. Upon looking over the HomeAdvisor. I was contacted with
a sales pitch that promised to provide leads that were represented as guaranteed prospects.
Through the registration process I provided detailed information about the services that I
provide. These details were to be shared by HomeAdvisor with homeowners inquiring about my
services when they were referred to my business. I was required to provide my checking
account information so that all fees could be drafted from my account. These fees were
considered payment for leads that would generate opportunities for my business. The leads
turned out to be nothing more than general inquiries about my services, information that
homeowners should have already received from HomeAdvisor upon referral to my company. I
requested that my relationship with HomeAdvisor be terminated immediately. I had to jump
through many hoops to cancel. For weeks fees continued to draft from my account to
HomeAdvisor, even after I believed my membership was cancelled. During one of these calls I
expressed my dissatisfaction with the fees that are charged for less than promising leads. The
representative's answer to this was,"well, all you have to do is charge off the fees you paid for
the empty leads to the next lead that contracts your services. I was no longer interested, and I
did not want to receive any further calls. The calls continue. Most recently I answered a call
from yet another representative and tried to explain that, "now is not a good time for me; I am in

the middle of an inspection. HomeAdvisor generates expensive empty leads for service
providers and then encourages them to pass these expenses off to the homeowner in the form
of hire costs for services. Homeowners believe that HomeAdvisor is looking out for their
interests; in reality HomeAdvisor is a business and a higher quantity of providers paying for a
higher amount of referrals is much more important to their bottom line than the best interests of
their homeowners. Based on my experience Home Advisor is not representing service providers
as promised and they are not operating in the best interest of homeowners. I signed up. Got a
bunch of bogus leads. Protested charge with credit card company while it was a pending charge
- US Bank would not allow charge to be protested. Service Providers Beware. This is a major
scam and I would highly advise any designers, engineers, architects, contractors, etc. I sick of
it. Rude Rude Rude. Home Advisor is the worst company out there. I turned off there service on
the site. There scum. If you are a small business and have the finances to just be able to flush
them down the toilet, then please sign up for this service. That is what it is like. Nine out of ten
leads, which you are charged for, and you are charged for all of them, are either bad or fake or
even recycled. In fact all sights of this sort are the same. To bad that people have stopped
reading newspaper. I had much better results because people had to respond to the add
themselves by phone. Nothing is anonymous. It is a free service for the people on line that are
looking for services but as the consumer at Home Advisor,the one who pays their bills can
make a complaint about a lead being a bad one your request for credit seems to fall on dead
ears. They LOVE nothing but money and as a consumer of Home Advisor, they seem only think
the money and not their clients,you. This business should be rated zero for customer service
and lack of good attitude towards their customers. Signed up in January after pushy
salesperson kept hounding me to join as a carpet cleaning contractor. Also told me that if I
didn't do a job or get the job when I called the customer, I could get a refund of the leads. HA
well that never happened. I found out after 2 weeks when I was billed for leads that I was billed
for every lead I got, even when customer's did not respond back after calls and emails thru the
homeadvisor system, even when customers told me they didn't put in a lead to have carpets
cleaned. The leads price was almost double what the rep told me on every lead. The percentage
of jobs came out to making as much money as I was being charged - not a way to stay in
business. Customer service told me it was my fault for not calling back customers within 10
minutes of the lead notification - hard to do when you are out on jobs providing great customer
service to that current customer. Told her price is double what I was told and she apologized for
inept sales rep. Then I said I wanted to cancel account and she said I could only cancel with
refund within 7 days of sign up which the sales rep just so happened to forget to tell me - which
she apologized for again. What a rip off company. They never did get the last payment for all my
leads as I froze my credit card so it wouldn't get charged. Don't ever sign up with them unless
you like to throw away your hard earned money. Keep in mind that I've become entirely
frustrated by their BS. As a consumer you should know that they charge the contractor for each
referral sent regardless of outcome. They've also collected fees for other contractors for the
very same referral!! Their explanation to me is that is my fault for pausing my leads just before
the weekend, that made the leads turn on automatically 2 days later on Sunday. I smell a class
action suit coming. Shame on what was the very reputable Angie's List, for selling out to this
Racket. I had a very similar experience. I was give numerous bad leads as well as multiple leads
being sent to unqualified competitors. When I refuted the charges with my credit company,
Home Advisor turn my account over to an outside collection agency, which put me deeper in
the hole. I also realized that Angie's List web portal sends unwitting consumers directly to
Home Advisor bypassing paying Angie's List providers completely. As a paid Angie's List
advertiser, I was getting ripped on both end. Stay away from this fraudulent company!!!!!!!! I am
a contractor. Signed up 2 months ago. Have only received two leads in that time. Leads I was
not interested in. I was also told that there would be no charges if I did not take advantage of the
leads they send. I received two texts for work I was not interested in and never replied to the
texts. Called customer service to get refund to no avail. Was told by one of their supervisors
that the rep who signed me up gave me the wrong information. She lied? Waiting for
supervisor's supervisor to call me back. Told them not to send any more leads. Called my credit
card company to dispute charges. Will cancel my account once the dust settles. Thanks for the
info. I was about ready to sign up but had a hunch it might be good to check first. Sign Up
Login. Service Reviews ,. Paul A Glass. Buyer Beware Bait and Switch. Wished I'd taken the
time to review before using. Helpful 0. David A. Stay away from Homeadvisor. Never use this
company! Late breaking news. They finally refunded my credit card, Yea! They are rip off artists.
Reno R. Helpful 1. Previous Home Advisor Pro. Jean G. Home Advisor. HomeAdvisor
mis-advises service providers and scams homeowners. Unfortunately HomeAdvisor is currently
receiving 4. Home Advisor is a rip off for both homeowners and vendors. Robert Allen. Home

advisor is scum. Cristina Donahue. What the home owner dose not know. Steven W. For me, it
has been nothing but frustration and financially a disaster!!!!! Don't every use Home Advisor.
Steven Washington. May K. Mark F S. View all 2 Comments Juniper Row. Helpful 3. View all 2
Comments Zod Cranards. Zod Cranards. Marguerite J. Moldservices inlimited inc. Your Rating:.
Most Popular. Does Corporate Philanthropy Really Exist? Related Reviews. Thanks for adding
your review! All Rights Reserved. Quick Sign Up Continue with Google. By Signing up, you
agree to our Terms of Use. Already Registered? Login Here. Log in. Stay Signed In Forgot
Password? Register Now. Continue with Google. We use cookies for analytics, personalization,
and ads. HomeAdvisor has a consumer rating of 3. Consumers satisfied with HomeAdvisor
most frequently mention great job, next day and quick response. HomeAdvisor ranks 3rd
among Home Improvement Other sites. This company responds to reviews on average within 10
days. The photo below speaks for itself. A difficult spiral staircase, on the mark for price,
on-time delivery and installation and excellent customer service. With a smile and a handshake,
wonderful people indeed. My wife and I are more than satisfied, we are delighted with the end
result. I contracted with Home Advisor to find me a "Professional" to re-grout my shower tile;
the guy was at my house for 5 hours, and all I got a horrible mess of smeared grout on all my
tiles, walls, tub, soap dish, bathroom floor and down my stairs. The "Pro" told me he would be
back the next day to finish the job but never showed even though he rescheduled himself. Now
Home Advisor is trying to get me to pay for someone to "fix" the problem their guy created! One
of the best home repair experiences we have ever had. Before Tommy, I dreaded the thought of
having another home repairman set foot on our property knowing it would be a long slow
process, full of no show days without any prior notice and usually not very satisfactory job.
Tommy is skilled, honest, a perfectionist about his work and the best communicator. You will
want to thank me for telling you about him. I needed some minor roof and gutter repair, plus
gutter screens. They quickly recommended 2 companies that were new to me and relatively new
in my area, both of which appeared qualified, with similar pricing. One had slightly better
customer reviews, I used tha and am satisfied. His work is excellent! His attention to detail
made the wall looks like it was build with the house. I particularly appreciated him taking his
time to match the wall texture to the adjoining wall. I would highly recommend him to anyone
needing work done inside their home. I used HomeAdvisor for the first time a couple years ago
to find a good company to install a fence. That experience was great so decided to try the same
approach for finding a reputable company to replace my roof. Once again, the experience was
great! Using HomeAdvisor made the process of finding reputable companies and obtaining
quotes stress-free and less complicated. I will continue to use this site for other home
improvement projects. I would highly recommend Oak Tree Services. I had contacted
HomeAdvisor for another service and they were excellent about following up on whether we
found a good solution for it by which time we needed a roofer. They recommended three well
rated roofers and again followed up with us. If you need a job around your house done, Home
Advisor is a fantastic resource. They give you estimates when possible for your project do you
know what you can expect before you get quotes from services. That's a valuable resource. I
found Home Advisor to be an excellent source for anyone seeking professional contractors to
work on their home projects. They will contact the contractors for you and shortly thereafter
you will receive a phone call from several perspective candidates. This aspect of their service is
very helpful. You have the option of negotiating your price with the contractor or hire through
Home Advisor at a discounted price for a nominal annual fee as a subscriber. Great job Home
Advisor! Garage door opener was not functioning correctly. After putting in request at Home
Advisor, I got two calls within minutes. I hired Balanced Garage Door. The came out the next
day and repaired the issue. It was done at a fair price and a great value. I will use Balanced
Garage Door for any future issues and will recommend to my neighbors and friends. I always go
to Home Advisor for all of my household projects. Derek did an absolutely great job in his
welding services for my project. His high level of both customer service and quality work far
exceeded my expectations. He paid very close attention to detail, and made sure that I was
happy with the services performed. I could not have asked for more from him. I would
recommend Derek to anyone who is in need of welding services. Thank you for a great job.
Frank is definitely a welcome find for our family. Both my husband and I are a bit more than
seniors. With all the summer heat and humidity, the foliage and beds had gotten out of hand.
Frank quoted us a fair fee that was accepted. He got to work, and I mean hard work, for over
eight hours. He was clean, professional, and efficient. We will definitely have him back on a
regular basis. I've always seen the commercials about HomeAdvisor but never considered
using it. That is until Hurricane Zeta. Find quality craftsmen using Google was not working. I
would call and never get called back, or be quoted a 4 week turnaround. I tried HomeAdvisor
and two major issues I had been having were resolved within a week's time. Thank you for

allowing smaller companies who need the world connect with consumers who need the work
done. After looking at customer reviews I got about 4 estimates plus an additional estimate from
a contractor I've used in the past. All quotes from Home-Advisor referrals were in the price
range I had anticipated, although highest was almost double the lowest. I ended up going with
the lowest bidder, and their service was excellent. Based on this, I'd have to say Home Advisor
does a good job in vetting the companies they work with. I've hired two contractors this fall
which were recommended by HomeAdvisor. I have been pleasantly surprised to discover they
both provided quality workmanship. Both jobs were completed to my great satisfaction for an
extremely reasonable fee. I will absolutely use HomeAdvisor for all of my home project needs
which I am unqualified to perform. I highly recommend anyone who owns a home do the same!
Home Advisor was excellent, the follow up was helpful. However, ever since, I have been
receiving emails about all kinds of projects. I have a new home, I don't need to fix anything at
this point in time. Your service was excellent and the follow up was right on time. But I will let
you know when I need help with a different project. I am done with projects at this point in time.
Hence give me a break with regard to all of the emails flooding my box daily. Thank you. When
the pro I normally use was not available, I used Home Advisor to find another. It was an
emergency project to satisfy the requirements of my HOA, which gave me only 8 business days
to get it done. They claim it's 15 days, but they count the time in the mail for their notification
letter and they count weekends. One drawback: After I hired someone, I kept getting calls,
including one from a man who was quite irate--he said that there was supposed to be a
notification when the job was no longer available. I contacted HA for a tripped electrical circuit
breaker and hired somebody else. HA called to follow up and asked if I had any other projects.
There is a short retaining wall on my property that started to lean do to the wood posts rotting
out. HA recommend Prodigy who submitted a price and completed the work. They did an
excellent job and I would recommend them. Review for M. Schultz Construction. This contractor
was very thorough, did exactly what we wanted and finished the work exactly as he promised.
The repair and painting on the ends of our house and the eves looked very professional when
finished. The workers were good about cleaning up any debris that was left from the repair and
painting. We plan on having more work done by M. Products used: Painting service found
through home advisor. Home Advisor helper, Tamra from Denver, CO stayed on the case until I
could find a professional and quality company that could help me. She was professional,
courteous, and thorough. I would definitely recommend using Home Advisor to find a
professional in your area to help you with the service you need. Lastly, I was very impressed by
the fact that someone in Denver, Co could help me in Tennessee. But Ms. Tamra did and she did
an excellent job. Place an open ended quote for concrete removal. Received a quote and
thought I'd wait because it was expensive. Home Advisor called me and stated that a company
was interested in quoting my project. That company called no less than two minutes later. They
came over the same day! The job they did was incredible! If Home Advisor did not call me I
never would have followed up and the project would be unfinished. Thank you! During my
original move, I injured my back. I still had tons of unpacking, moving furniture, etc left to do.
My own search was not successful so I called Home Advisor. I have a membership with them
and have used them, very successfully, for other projects. I reached Valerie, explained my
dilemma and she referred me to King Kahn moving. They were the perfect company to help me
complete my move in. Professional, efficient and extremely hard-working. I could not be more
pleased. I received two timely responses from individuals listed with Home Advisor. I called the
2nd person who also quickly answered my inquiry, and told him I had gone with the first one
who called. He was good natured about it. I appreciate there was a way to connect with others
who could do the job I needed without just taking a 'stab in the dark' on unknowns. Went online
to Home Advisor app and filled out questionnaire for the job that needed done less that a
minute and clicked done and immediately received Kyle's power washing service number.
Called and set up appointment to come to the house for an estimate the next day. The price was
very reasonable so I hired him on the spot. He did a fabulous job, and showed up on time. Home
Advisor really came through for me on this job! We needed a wheelchair ramp and got three
estimates. The one Manny provided was by far the most detailed and although not the lowest it
was very reasonably priced. The ramp is now complete and is perfect! The detailed drawing
Manny provided helped with the HOA approval as well. I would recommend Manny the
Handyman for any home repair! We had a similar experience when first trying Home advisor out.
They kept taking money out of our account arbitrarily. I finally had to file stop payment forms at
my bank. Then they threatened us with extra fees unless we "settled" our account. We have
strict DTPA laws deceptive trade practice act in our state. I advised we complain to our Attorney
General about this. I think home advisor should be banned in our state because of this fraud. I
didn't, they have been blowing my phone up for 6 month's now and now they act like thier

desperate for me to sign with them. I have absolutely no want or will i ever sign with them after i
have heard what thier doing to contractors who have a contract with them. I just signed with a
family owned reality company and even they told me not to sign and even when i tell home
advisor i don't want thier business they ignore my request and still call and now they act like
thier a home owner requesting painting but once i get to asking where they live or information
all of a sudden I'm being told to do a background check and i sign up for free! But i have to pay
a percentage of my leads or size of job something of that nature where i pay them for a no
guarantee of work as i see it. I can't trust handing money to a company that's being deceitful in
a phone call off the rip! Just be careful i don't hear good thing's about them all over now. Even if
Contractor doesn't open Or answer any calls! Do Not Use HomeAdvisor! Don't do it. I didn't
listened and I Literally paid for it. DON't make the same mistake I did. Draw your own
conclusion. You don't know you have to call home advisor and wait on the phone for an hr until
they pick up. The leads may not actually be leads. I just suspended our account as they will not
give you credit for their bogus leads. They have scammed us out of s of dollars. Go with Angie's
List, most of our leads come from there anyways! Or else say that money and invest in
advertising on Facebook and Nextdoor. HomeAdvisor Formerly ServiceMagic is a leading
website and mobile app provider offering free tools and resources for home improvement,
repair and maintenance projects. More than 25 million people have trusted HomeAdvisor's
patented ProFinder technolo Share on Twitter. Add a note optional - e. Write a Review Ask a
Question. Corporate Values. Overview HomeAdvisor has a consumer rating of 3. This company
responds to reviews on average within 10 days Positive reviews last 12 months : What
reviewers want you to know Positive highlights Excellent craftsmanship and provided great
customer services and complete communication throughout the entire process. Critical
highlights The app did not work with the website and doesn't accept my credit card. This guy
doesn't have a last name and a weird phone number. Top Positive Review. Top Critical Review.
Rating 5 stars 2, Other Verified purchase. Contains image or video. English only. Reviews that
mention popular keywords credit card 93 phone number 74 bank account 0 home owner 30
sales rep 0 customer service quality work 0. Comment Thank you Share Helpful Verified
purchase. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 0. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 1. Comment
Thank you Share Helpful 2. Thank you Tip for consumers: Read the reviews. I dislike this
company. They prey on business and use misleading tactics. Possibly your website. She might
be lying to get you to sign up. They won't post terrible reviews but you can get horrible service.
Get notified about new answers to your questions. Typical questions asked: How long does
shipping take? What is the return policy? Where is the company located? Show all questions
Sitejabber for Business Gain trust and grow your business with customer reviews Start free
account. About the business. How do I know I can trust these reviews about HomeAdvisor?
Have a question about HomeAdvisor? Posted by Jarrod Miller-Dean. HomeAdvisor is one lead
dominating forces, in the United States home services online marketplace. The brand formerly
known as, Service Magic, has an estimated army of , service professionals that specialize in
different trade categories. At first glance, this seems like a service professional's dream, but
there are two sides to a coin. With a vast pool of 10, customers, HomeAdvisor offers more job
opportunities, compared to many of its competitors. At the same time, this also means that
trade professionals are competing in a larger poolâ€”small fish in a big pond. Competition is
steep and everyone wants to tap into the lucrative customer network and be king of the hill.
HomeAdvisor connects local homeowners with the cream of the crop in home improvement
professionals such as electricians, general contractors and remodelers, plumbers, and HVAC
technicians to name a few. The service is free to the general public. The company has a strict
screening policy, before allowing new pros to join its ranks. Must have a state-level trade
license. Criminal background check. Business background check. Verified credit check looking
for bankruptcy and defaults. While this may seem like a lot of upfront work to get new jobs and
leads, nothing worthwhile comes easy. Loyal fans swear by it. This alone makes HomeAdvisor
the upper echelon of lead generation services. Leads can be sent weekly, or automatically
monthly to your account. Since service professionals pay per lead, HomeAdvisor issues credits
for cancelations, bad, and duplicates leads. HomeAdvisor bases project costs from on its. True
Cost Guide. Updated daily, it gives both local and national cost data for jobs, making it useful
for both consumers and trade professionals. This is ideal for project estimates for home
remodels, interior and exterior painting, landscaping and major installations. In addition to
consistent and healthy leads, today the key to any successful small business is customer
reviews. Remember, positive. It can and will lead to recurrent business. It will help you to stand
out in a large bond full of hungry trade professionals. The better your reviews, the better leads,
the more money in your pocket. In the home services online marketplace, HomeAdvisor is
running neck and neck with leading apps, websites and lead generators such as. The market

continues to become saturated with new competitors popping up overnight and trying to
reinvent the wheel. Angie's List. Pro Referral. The Online service matches customers with local
professionals in 1, different types of service categories, in all 50 states. Service providers can
increase their visibility and take on jobs as independent contractors. Thumbtack sends leads
based on pre-set criteria. This allows pros can set their rates by sending quote estimates before
taking the job. Houzz is a website builder, publishing tool app, for home renovation and design
professionals. Get your creative juices flowing with this app. Set your rates and communicate
with customers by email and social media. The company sends leads based on targeted trade
work. Home services professionals can respond to member reviews instantly. In fact Porch is a
mobile app and a lead generator that touches all of the major home improvement projects
including: furniture assembly, installations, deck repair, landscaping, HVAC work, and much
more! Home services professionals can buy leads individually, automatically receive them
monthly, and priority assignment. While you may not want to be tied directly to a lead
generation service, pros also have the option of becoming home services affiliates. By clicking
'Download Now' you agree to our Terms of Service including the provisions of such terms that
require you to arbitrate certain disputes and you acknowledge you have read our Privacy Policy.
Consent to receive such calls or messages is not a condition to using our services. Business
owners only pay for the leads that are received. The company verifies and personally
pre-screens all-new lead candidates. CraftJack does offer credits for bad and duplicate leads.
Pros can call, email and text potential clients, to send estimates and book jobs. They also offer
incentives for timely responses to customer inquiries. You may have heard of Remodle in
passing, but the contractor-driven home improvement service has been a staple for quite some
time. The company emphasizes its utilization of high-quality home services professionals.
Contractors are pre-screened by the potential client and then bid for the job. This lead generator
will assist home services pros in finding premium jobs, with less strain than other business and
job directories. The regionally-based home services app, HUX, offers a handful of services for
house cleaning, landscaping, delivery and handyman services in the Charlotte, NC, and Atlanta,
GA. Pros can market their services in an online directory to residential homes, apartments, and
AirBnbs. There is an option for clients to sign up for recurring services. Don't forget to connect
your Yelp and Google My Business pages! Homeflock is an online home improvement directory
dedicated to plumbers, electricians, remodeling and handyman professionals, and general
contractors. Make sure that all of your ducks are in a row. Customers can view all completed
jobs by the biding home services professionals within their neighborhood. This information is
based on several reference sources, including state and federal licensing agencies. Powered by
Home Depot, Pro Referral is a free lead generation service that is focused on home
improvement projects. The app puts the power of pairing the right home professional and the
right client together, without the stress of having to scour Google and review websites. But
there's no such thing as a free lunch. Pro referral two catches:. The Pro Referral points system
is based on spending money at Home Depot stores and redeemable for getting new leads.
Housecall Pro. Our features allow you to sc
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hedule and dispatch jobs, get booked online, send invoice and receive payment within minutes
whether if you are in the office or out in the field. Join all the other successful home service
businesses who have already started and. Get tips, tricks and trade secrets to help you build a
profitable and thriving service business. By clicking 'Submit' you agree to our Terms of Service
including the provisions of such terms that require you to arbitrate certain disputes and you
acknowledge you have read our Privacy Policy. Home Depot Pro Desk vs. Blog Home. Posted
by Jarrod Miller-Dean August 12, HomeAdvisor bases project costs from on its True Cost Guide.
Remember, positive customer reviews help improve your SEO and search engine visibility. First
Name. Last Name. Phone Number. Join all the other successful home service businesses who
have already started and try Housecall Pro for 14 days free today. Get Started. Let's Grow Your
Business. First name. Last name. What industry do you work in?

